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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an investigation into the effect of reinforcing a Plexiglas tube with
fiberglass/epoxy threads wound at different angles This paper shows an experimental
analysis approach to find the ultimate failure pressure of these vessels. The propert1es of
the Plexiglas, fiberglass, orientation (wind) angle and the matrix were taken into account
to detennine thetr effects on the ultimate failure pressure of the vessels Mandrels were
wound at ±75, ±65, and ±55 degrees, and specimen were cut out from each to 19.05
centimeters long, 7 62 centimeter inner diameter and outer diameters dependent of the
wind angle. The composite materia] used is an E-type Fiberglass and Epoxy Laminating
Systems EZ-10 epoxy with EZ-83 hardener. The Dura-Wound Inc. Cobra Filament
Winding Machine was used to wind the specimens The specimens were tested \\ith a
hydrostatic test-rig to analyze the ultimate failure pressure and fat lure modes. An
INSTRON machine was used to test the specimens under compression to dctennine the
Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. The experimental results mdtcate that the wind
angle affects the mechanical properties and has strong effects on the failure modes of the
reinforced vessels. The failure mode however does not differ by varymg the wmd angle.
KEY WORDS Fiberglass, Filament Winding. Pressure Vessels

1. INTRODUCTION
With the ever-increasing need for space bound materials to be lighter and stronger. the
demand for composite materials bas increased unceasingly since the beginmng ofthe
space race. Space bound systems, their components, and payloads are constantly
evolving so as to aJJow large quantities of payloads to a constant payload weight vehicle.
The cost of placing a system mto orbit is directly proportional to its weight By making
both the system and the vehlcle lighter the cost per system being placed in orbit can be
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decreased Th1s goal has been met and continues to be an issue today. <Amposite
materials have evolved tremendously and have steadJiy been replacing the traditional
materials su<:h as aJummum and titaruum The latter IS espec1ally true for the aircraft
industry, where we1ght saVIngs can mean extra fuel we1ght for longer missions or
1mproved strength can mean a longer structural hfe for a1rcraft. With an exceptional
strength to we1gh1 ratio it is no secret why military and commerc1aJ spacecraft and
aircraft companies have spent b1lhons to further develop composite matenals

The use compos1te reinforced pressure vessels has been common practJce for several
decades. Wlule it may be applied to number of mdustnes such as baomedlcal and
commercial fuel storage, it has played a more cntical role an the aerospace industry.
Compos1te pressure vessels are included m the most cnt•cal pans ofspacecraft vehicle
deployment systems, propuls1on systems, and hfe supportmg systems. Wh1le the there is
a wide array of proven composite reinforced and all compos1te pressure vessels, there is a
need to continue the study of their properties to fully understand and ulumately predict
their mechanical behavior.
One of the key aspects of filament winding is the angle m wh1ch the fibers are wound.
Early studies done by Professor M Uernura at the Umversaty of Tokyo (I) showed that
Young's modulus m the lateral direction increased by 75 percent The optimum wmd
angle may vary for the specific use and const:nunts of a pressure vessel This paper
contams the results of a study where the effects of different angles on several specarnens
are observed The primary effects stud1ed are the mechanical properties and failure
modes ofthe specimen with varytng wtnd angles

2. PROCEDURE
2.1 Manufacturing oftbe Composite Specimens The manufacturing procedure consists

of the three stages, preparation, winding and post-wmding procedures. The first part of
the procedure IS the most critical and lengthJest but 1fdone properly the second and third
stages will be completed more efficiently.
2.1.1 Preparation For Fllamenl Winding Once the machme was adjusted to wind at the

angle desm:d, the fiberglass spools were wound With the fiberglass to be fed to the
winding machine. The next step was to mark measurement cups for the accurate arnoWlts
of resm and hardener would me m1xed to there. Once the fiber was fed mto the system
and the mandrel mounted on the machine, the resm and hardener were mixed and poured
into to the Impregnation trough on the machme.
2.1.2 Winding The SfH!cinten Mandrels The preparations were complete winding began
by manually pulling the fiberglass strands through the ampregnauon rrough and wrapping
the first mches of impregnated fiber on the mandrel The machme was then turned on

and Wlndmg began and continued at a slow rate so as to aJiow the fiber to be thoroughly
impregnated.
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1.1.3 Po.\1 Winding Proc~dur~.Once eac~ mandrel was completely wound. they "'ere
Jell rotatmg o n the machme dunng the cunng cycJe. This was done to avoid resin
concentratiOn on one portion of the mandrel due to gravity. tf left static. The rest of the
machmc was cleaned thoroughly With Methyl Ethyl Ketone so the machme would run
smoothly dunng each of the fo llowing wmdings.

2.2 Curing The Composite In this study the E-Z resin epoxy resin proVldcd by the
Atrcrnfi Spruce & Specialty Company was used. The E-Z resin systems cu11ng
requirements and its pothfe were the two reasons for using the system One of the most
cntical aspects ofwmding IS the time constraint due to the pot hfe of the resm The E-Z
S~!ltcms one hour potlife allowed just enough time for slower more thorough winding and
allov.c!d time for an) corrcctwns to be made to the wmding systems. such as problems
wtth th<. fiberglass feedtng The 24 hours curing cycle was the second reason for usmg
thiS wstcm No autoclave or compltcated cunng cycles were needed smce the pans were
wound und were cured at room temperature.
2.3 ( utting The Specimens A total of three mandrels wound at three dtfferent wind
angles The mandrels where then cut usmg a wet Target Tile Saw. (Model #TA 1010071 ,
sc;.al f 257468) Three spec1mens where cut out of each of the three fiber composite
mandrel s nnd three spectmen were cut from a piece of stock Plexiglas tube for a tolal of
12 c;pcci mcns

Figure 2. Specimen Prior To Testing
.
rior to testing. Figure 3 illustrates the typical
Figur~ 2 shows some ofth~ specimen p h
t d 'ameter includes Plexiglas liner and
1 0
dtmensions for the spec1men _Note th~t ~ ~ er ~lexiglas pipe 1s three and a quarter
composite layer. The outer dtameter or e are

tnchcs.
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1.4 Strain Gages The strain gage r()!)CttCS, (Univcrstry Prectsion Measurement Co. 28-R).

were attached to the stenlized areas using 3M 350 I Epoxy Adhesive Special care was
taken to carefully align the rosenes gages parallel and perpendicular to the specimen.
Th1s constltuted the first set ofspec1mens that were used for detennining the mechanical
properties of the materials
2.S Testing For Mechanical Propenies Once all sets ofspecimens y,ere prepared. the
testmg phase was begun These specimens were spec1ficaJiy prepared to determine the
mechamcaJ properties of the different Wind angle The INSTRON machme (model
TICML senal number 1160) located in the Aerospace Composites&. Structures
Laboratory was used to load the specimens under compress1on at a machme rate ofO 508
millimeters per ~nd A temperature compensated Wheat~one bndge configu:ratton
was used w1th the atd of a Measurements Group stram md1cator (modei##P-3500, serial
#60245) and a Measurements Group sWitch and balance umt (modei#SB-10. senal
116 I I 03) to read the data from the Stram gages.
2.4 Hydrostatic Pressure Test Rjg Shown tn Ftgure 3 as a ptcture of the hydrostahc
pressure test ng system used to find the expenmental ulttmatc strength and fatlure modes
of the pressure vessels The test rig was spcctftcally designed to test this fonn of ultimate

fa1lure
I)
2)
3)
4)
5)

for the pressure vessel The test rig consists of the followmg pnrts:
A hand operated water pump of 13 79 MPa ma-<tmum operating pressure
Two non return valves
A shut-ofT valve
A water hne tapped mto a constant no~ wnter faucet
A pressure gauge

Z.S Testing For Failure Modes Once aJI the all the specimen were labeled they were

cleaned and The followmg steps y,ere taken:
1) The pressure vessel was filled with water nod all a1r was bled out of the system.
2) The water pump was then used to slowly and steadily mse the water pressure
instde the vessel until the failure occured
3) The max1mum failure pressure was then recorded.
4) These steps were repeated with all the SJX.'Cimcns te~ted
F1gure 4 illustrates the constramts for the spec1mcn which were specially destgned and
manufactured for testing these spcctmen. The system constmins the spec1mens on both
s1dcs of the waJ Is for three quarters of an inch on each end
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F•gure J : llydrostutic Pressure Test Rig With Specimen

F1gurc 4: End Constraints For Hydrostatic Pressure fest
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Mechanical Properties Of Composite Specimeu Aad Plalglu The mechanical
properties obtained from using the INSTRON machine, m which conventional strain gage
technology was used. Shown in Table I, are the computed experimentaJ values for
Young's modulus of elasticity.
rties
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Figure 5: ±55 Degree Wind Angle Specamen Stress vs. Strain
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Fagure 8. Bare Plex1glas Specamen Stress vs. Stram
Figure 9 illustrates the dafference in the maxamum stress from angle to angle. MoVIng
from nght to left on the chart, H as evident that the higher larger the \Vind angle as. the
larger the maxtmum stress is for the constant pressure.

Hydrostatic Pressure vs. Maximum Stress Fo r Specimen
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Fagure 9: Test Pressure vs. Ma\.&murn Stress for Compostte Specimens
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3.2 Failure Modes For Filament Wound Pressure Vf.'SWI Aod P~xi&lu Following
the data acquisition and mechanical strength computations of U1e specimens. a failure
analysis for each of the stacking sequences was conducted. There are two kinds offailure
are presented in this study. The first is an axial failure in which the acrylic liner falls
along its a.xis. The second is n failure along the edge due to the fittin~ The latter was
present in the Plexiglas becauSe! ofthe stress concentration from the constraint system of
the test rig. None of the composite specimen had fiber failure. Figure 10 Ulustrates the
failure pressure for all tested specimen. There are three specimen, A. B. and C for each
wind angle. Figures 11, 12, 13 show the failure for the specimen wound at :t7S, :t.6S, and
:r55 degrees respectively. Because the hoop stress is inversely proportional to the wall
thickness, it can automatically assumed that the bate Plexiglas pipe will fail aJ a lower

pressure
Ultimate Failure of the Pressure Vessels
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Figure 10: Composite and Plexiglas Specimen Failure Pressure
Ftgure 11 illustrates the failure mode for the composite fibe~ wound at ~7S.degrecs. The
failure mode, as you can see between the black lines. are ax1aJ and run stnut down the
length of the specimen.
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F1gure II Fwlure Mode Ofi7S Wend Angle pec1mcn

the fi 1lurc mode for the earn uc fiber woUJld t65 degrees The
failure rnodt, as you can
between the bl k hnes, are ax1al and run trait down the
length of the . pec1men.

F1gure 12 allu lt11l

Figure 12. failure Mode Of :t6 degree Wmd Angle Spcc1men

F1gurc 13 Illustrates the fatlure mode for the oomposatt fiber wound at :155 <kgrCCS The
faih.R mode, ll! you can see between the bl k lanes, arc x1al a.nd run trait down the
length of the peel men
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Figure 13: Failure Mode Of tSS• Wind Angle S~imen
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Figure 14 illustrates the failure mode for the PI ·g1

as you can see, differs from that ofthe fiber
failure on the ends ofthe specimen.

·
as wt~ fiber. The failure mode,

rem Orced spec1men. There •s cawtropluc

Figure 14: Failure Modes Of .Bare Plexiglas Specamcn
The difference in the failure modes between the composite reinforced Plwglas ptpe and
the bare pipe show that the fiber reanforcement is critical Although the there was not a
dramatic increase in strength betWeen the tSS degree ~,nd angle specimen and the bare
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PleXJglas specimen, the failure mode was changed dramatically. The fiber reinforcement
constrained the stress concentration which resulted in a less catastrophic failure in all
specimens with fiber.
As seen all of the failure occurred in the axial direct:Jon of the specimen and none in the
lateral direction. This is because in the constraint system the four steel bars that bold the
specimen and their end caps take the majority of the axial load.

4. CONCLUSION
With the results of this experiment it can be said that the wind angle for filament wound
ptpes is cnticaJ. While the lower angle, ±55, did make the Plexiglas it did not have such a
significant affect as the higher wind angle. There was a large gap between the strength of
a ±55 degree angle wind and that of a ±65 degree angle wind. The 66 percent increase
between these angle is indicative of the criticality of the wind angle with in this range.
While the larger percent increase was between the ±55 degree angle wind and ±65 degree
angle wind, there was also a significant increase, 36 percent, between the ±65 degree
angle wind and ±75 degree angle wind
The 179 percent increase in strength, with only a 44 percent increase in weight, between
the bare Plexiglas and the ±75 degree wind angle is a perfect example of why composite
materials are used. In addition to the strength increase the failure mode of the Plexiglas

wound with fiberglass was less catastrophic. The stress concentration due to the
constraint system did not cause a violent failure on the fiJament wound Plextglas as with
the bare Plexiglas pipe.
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